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Abstract

If G is a finite solvable group, we show that Isaacs' theory on partial characters on Hall n-subgroups can
be developed for the nilpotent injectors of G. Therefore, the irreducible characters of G are partitioned
into blocks associated to some nilpotent subgroups of G.

1991 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc): 20C15.

1. Introduction

An interesting question is whether Isaacs' theory of partial characters on Hall sub-
groups can be generalized to other characteristic conjugacy classes of subgroups of
finite groups. The aim of this paper is to do just that for a well-known class of sub-
groups of solvable groups: the nilpotent injectors. This result implies that a natural
partition of the irreducible characters into 'blocks' associated to nilpotent subgroups
exists in solvable groups. We hope that upcoming results on this 'theory' can give
some new insights on the characters of solvable groups.

This paper grew out of a series of conversations with M. Isaacs and M. Lewis while
I visited the University of California and I am very much indebted to them for many
useful discussions. I also take this opportunity to thank the University of Valencia for
financial support.

2. Good bases

If H is a subgroup of a finite group G and cf (//) is the space of complex class
functions defined on H, we denote by cf(//)G = {SG | S e cf(//)} c cf(G). Notice
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that cf( / / )G is a subspace of cf(G) whose dimension is the number of conjugacy
classes of G which meet H.

The aim of this section is to point out that the existence of a certain 'good' basis in

)g€Gcf(H)G implies the existence of partial characters on {Jg€G Hs.

DEFINITION 2.1. We say that a basis 9S of cf (H)G is good if it satisfies the following
two conditions:

(I) If r) € S8 then there exists a e Irr(//) such that aG = r].
(D) If y e Irr(//) then yG = ^2ve@anri, for uniquely determined non-negative

integers a,.

We show that good bases are necessarily unique.

THEOREM 2.2. If SS and <£ are good bases ofcf(H)G, then 3§ = ci.

PROOF. If r\ e £8, we may write TTJ = J^ye^ anyy for some non-negative integers
anY. By the same argument and linear independence, it follows that the matrix (aw)
has an inverse with non-negative integers entries. It is easy to see that such a matrix
is a permutation matrix and this proves the theorem.

Given the existence of good bases, now we derive the existence of partial characters

onG° = Ug€GW.
Let us denote by cf (G°) the space of complex functions defined on G° which are

constant on conjugacy classes. Notice that

dimcf(/ /)G =dimcf(G°) .

If <p e cf(G), we denote by cp° the restriction of <p to G°. Clearly, (p° e cf(G°) and
the map (p —>• <p° is an epimorphism cf(G) —*• cf(G°).

Also, if <p, 0 6 cf (G°) U cf (G), we write

THEOREM 2.3. If SS = {r\\,.. .,r]k\ is a basis of cf(H)G then there is a unique
basis J = {<pu ...,<pk) ofcf(G°) satisfying [r;,-, <pj]° = Srj.

PROOF. Let K\,..., Kk be the conjugacy classes of G which meet H so that
G° = (J;.=1 k Kj and choose Xj € Kj. Hence, if rj, cp e cf(G°) U cf(G), we may
write

In^f =—Y.lKMx,)'^).
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Now, for each /, we consider the set of k linear equations with unknowns v n , . . . , yik

1 *
(') •\c]T,\Kj\ii(Xj)yrj = *ir

being (\Kj\i]i(Xj)/\G\) the matrix of coefficients. Since we have that {rju ..., r)k) is
a basis of c f ( / / ) c , we know that the matrix (JJ,-(JC/)) has an inverse and therefore, that
the linear system (i) has a unique solution. This completely determines k functions
{<?,,..., <ft} of cf(G°).

We check that {<?,, . . . , <pk} is a basis of cf(G°). It suffices to prove that these
functions are linearly independent. But notice that if for some complex numbers as,
we have that £* = 1 aj<pj = 0, then a, = [??,, Ylj=\ ai(PA = 0, as required.

The significance of the basis J? is that whenever there exists a good basis for
cf(/ /)G, we should view J? as the set of 'irreducible Brauer characters' associated to
H.

THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that 38 is a good basis ofd(H)G and let J be the basis of
cf (G°) associated to SB. If'x is a character ofG, then x° = Z ^ e j * dxvq>for uniquely
determined non-negative integers dxip.

PROOF. Since J is a basis of cf(G°), we may write x° = Y?i=i djcpi for uniquely
determined complex numbers d{.

By condition (I) of Definition 2.1, we know that any r]j is a character of G, and hence
[r]j, x] is a non-negative integer. Also, [fj7, %] = [r)j, x°]°, because, by condition (I),
we also know that r\; is zero outside G°. Now,

to;. X] = toy. x°f = [Vj, E/=i dv

and this proves the theorem.

3. Main results

We are now ready to state our main result.

THEOREM 3.1. IfG is a solvable group and I is a nilpotent injector ofG, then there
exists a good basis o/cf( /)G.

For the reader's convenience, let us remember that in any solvable group G, all
maximal nilpotent subgroups containing F = F(G) are G-conjugate. This set of
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subgroups are the nilpotent injectors of G and all of them may be obtained in the
following way: for any prime p dividing |F| , choose Sp an arbitrary Sylow p-
subgroup of CG(/y), where Fp> is the /^-complement of F. Then [Sp, Sq] = 1 for
different primes p, q and \\ Sp is a nilpotent injector of G ([3]).

The proof of our main theorem is naturally divided into two parts. An inductive
argument will lead us to distinguish whether the injector is contained in some proper
normal subgroup or not. The following result is quite general and suggests, perhaps,
that good bases exist for the Fischer-Gaschutz-Hartley injectors. This seems to be
difficult to prove, however.

If H is a subgroup of G and X c cf (//), we denote [SG | 8 e X] by XG.

LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that H c M < G with G = MNG(H). If'98 is a good basis
ofcf(H)M and *£ is a complete set of representatives of the orbits o/NG(//) on its
action on 98, then 'tf0 is a good basis ofcf(H)G.

PROOF. By Theorem 2.2, we know that 9S is the unique good basis of cf(H)M.
Hence, by uniqueness, the group NG(//) acts on 98 by conjugation.

Write 98 = 98X U • • • U98S, where 98i is the NG (//)-orbit of r),and ̂  = {m,..., r]s}.
We want to prove that {rjf,..., rjf} is a good basis of cf {H)G.

We start by proving that they are linearly independent. Assume that YL]=\ a-1? = 0
for some complex numbers at. Hence, X);=i aiir)f)M = 0. By the induction formula,
we may write (j)f)M = b{ Y.^m, ? f o r s o m e b' > °- T ^ " Tu=i a ' f e ' (Ef £^, ?) = 0
and thus a, = 0 by linear independence of 9§.

Notice that in order to complete the proof, it suffices to show that if S € Irr(//),
then SG = Ylr,ev ^1° for some non-negative integers dn.

Since 98 is a good basis, we know that SM = YlUi l^^m, a'$% f°r s o m e n o n"
negative integers a,-jf. Now, using that all elements of 98; are G-conjugate, we have
that Sa = YlUi (XZf e£g, ai,i)r)? and this finishes the proof of the lemma.

As we can see, arguing by induction, the only case left to prove Theorem 3.1
is when the nilpotent injector is not contained in any proper normal subgroup of G.
Fortunately, this condition forces the group to have a very particular structure in which
we will be able to use Isaacs n -theory to prove our main result.

We denote by HG the normal closure of the subgroup H in G.

LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that G is a solvable group and assume that I is a nilpotent
injector of G with IG = G. For any prime p dividing | / | let Np = (IP)GZ(G), where
Ip is the Sylow p-subgroup of I. Then, Ip is a Sylow p-subgroup ofNp, [Np, Nq] = 1
for p ^ q and

G/Z(G) = UP
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is a direct product.

PROOF. Since IG = G, certainly, we have that Y\(IP)G = G and thus Y\NP = G.
Now we prove that [Np, Nq] = 1 for different primes p and q dividing | / | . Notice
that it suffices to show that [(/P)G, (Iq)

G] = 1. Although it is not difficult to give a
direct proof of this, we use Mann's results in [3]. If x, y e G, we know that (Ip)

x

is a Sylow p-subgroup of C G ( /y ) and (Iq)
y is a Sylow ^-subgroup of C G ( / y ) . By

Mann's construction, we have that (Ip)
x and {Iq)

y are different Sylow subgroups of
some injector of G and hence [(IPY, (Iq)

y] = 1, for all x, y e G. This easily implies
[( /P) c , Uq)

G] = 1, as wanted.

Now, we prove that Np D \\q^p Nq = Z(G). Since F] Np = G, it suffices to show
that any x e Np D f T , <̂? centralizes Nr for all primes r dividing | / | . Such x
certainly centralizes Nq for q ^ p, because x e Np. But also, since x € F l^p <̂?> w e

also have that x centralizes Np. This shows that G/Z(G) = f ] NP/Z(G) is a direct
product.

Finally, we prove that /p is a Sylow p-subgroup of Np. First, notice that Ip is a
Sylow p-subgroup of (IP)G, because [(/P)G, (Iq)

G] = 1 for p ^ q and / is a maximal
nilpotent subgroup of G. Since F(G) is contained in / , it follows that Ip contains the
Sylow p-subgroup of Z(G). This implies that NP/(IP)G is a p'-group and the proof
of the lemma is completed.

Following notation in [1], if FJ Ip is a direct product of groups and ap € cf(/p),

we will denote by Y\P
ap m e c l a s s function defined on \\p Ip by f l p ^ d l p ^p) =

n
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that G/Z = f ] p Np/Z is a direct product with [Np, Nq] = 1

for p ^ q and suppose that I = FJ /p JS the direct product of its different Sylow
subgroups Ip c Np. Let ap e cf(/p).

• n is the number of factors appearing in the direct product.

PROOF. Let x = F]p xp, where xp e Ip. By the induction formula

m \G / \ 1 v-> /"r-r \° ,• -K

ry 1 | r | ^ > f I I {y 1 ( o v a )
p " P ^ \*) — . j . Z—igeG U Ip P/ *-o o '

(where we use the notation of [1]).
Since Ip contains all the p-elements of / , we have that gxg~l e / if and only if

gxpg~l e Ip for all primes p. Hence,
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Therefore,

Now, since Z is central, the group G = G/Z acts on G by conjugation, and we may
write the latter sum as

Now, G = n Np is a direct product, and then, the sum above may be written as

— y2 rip^p(xp^""") — —

since [Np, Nq] = Iforp^q.

But now, we may interchange sums and products to write the sum as

i p = ^ (n,«-)
as required.

When the Fitting subgroup of a solvable group is only divisible by a single prime
p, then the nilpotent injectors of G are the Sylow p-subgroups of G. As we will see,
this case is covered by using Isaacs 7r-theory. We refer the reader to [2] for notation
and properties of partial 7r-characters.

THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that G is n-separable and let H be a Hall n -subgroup of
G. For each <p 6 I^(G) let av e Irr(//) be a Fong character associated to (p. Then
{ot° | <p € IAG)} is the good basis ofcf(H)G.

PROOF. Write <PV = (av)
G. For <p e ln(G), let xv e Irr(G) such that x° = <P

(Theorem 2.3 of [2]). Now, if 6, <p e I^(G), we have that

[**., Xe\ = [(oCp)0, Xe\ = [cc9, (XB)H] - K » 9H] = Sv_e
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by the results of Section 2 in [2]. Observe that this is enough to establish that the
characters <t>v are linearly independent. Since | ln(G)\ is the dimension of cf( / /)G,
we have proved that these characters form a basis which satisfy the property (I).

Now we prove property (D). In fact, we show more: if x e Char(G) n cf (H)G, we
may write x = Z ^ e u o a<t®<t> f° r s o m e complex numbers av. Since av = [x, x<p],
this shows that av is a non-negative integer. This proves property (D), as required.

The proof of our main theorem will be completed once we prove the following.

THEOREM 3.6. With the hypotheses of 3.3, for each prime p and <p e lp(Np)
choose a Fong character for <p in Ip and let yp be the set of these characters. If

ip aP\ape yp\ then &G i= (Tip aP\ape yp\ then &G is a good basis for cf (if.

PROOF. Let y e Irr(/) and write y = Y\ yP, where yp e Irr(/P). Since by
Lemma 3.3, Ip is a Sylow /^-subgroup of Np, by applying Theorem 3.5, we may write
yp

Np = ^2a €y, aapap
Np for some non-negative integers aOp.

By applying Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, if Z = Z(G), we have that

(YG), =

= E^(n/O ((iW), •

Hence, we conclude that

yG= E

since both characters are zero outside G -conjugates of / .
To complete the proof of the theorem, it suffices to show that the dimension of

cf(/)G equals \5?G\. Since, we have already shown that &G spans cf(/)G and
certainly, \&G\ < \ST\, it suffices to show that dimcf(/)G = \&\.

First of all, notice that if xp,yp e Np are p-elements, then \\p xp and \\p yp are
G-conjugate if and only if xp and yp are conjugate in Np for each p. This follows
from the facts that G = ]~[ Np is a central product together with the uniqueness of
the decomposition of an element in commuting p-p' parts.

Now, let 3CP be a complete set of representatives of the Np-conjugacy classes of
p-elements in Np so that \5EP\ = \yp\. Since Ip is a Sylow p-subgroup of Np we may
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take 3£p c lp. Hence {doCf]*,,) |JCP e 3£p) is aset of \&\ conjugacy classes of G
meeting / .

On the other hand, assume that the class of g e G meets / . Hence, some G-
conjugate of g has the form JT up for some up e Ip. Now, up = xn

p' for some xp e 3£p

and np e Np. Hence, (FL^p)^"'' = FL"? which is G-conjugate to g. Therefore,
the class of g is the class of \\pxp and this shows that {clcCrip^p) I xp G ^p) ' s

exactly the set of conjugacy classes of G meeting /.
Since we know that dim(cf (/)G) is the number of conjugacy classes of G meeting

/, we have that dimcf(/)G = \^\ and this completes the proof of the theorem.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. We argue by induction on \G\. If / is contained in some
proper normal subgroup of G, then apply Lemma 3.2. If IG = G, then the theorem
follows from Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.6.
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